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Resistance fluctuations in quantum Hall transitions:
Network of compressible-incompressible regions
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Resistance fluctuations in integer and fractional quantum Hall transitions are studied in modulation-doped
Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs heterostructures. We examine the role of coherence in the fluctuations by investigating the
conductance through two scattering regions that are spatially separated but interact quantum-mechanically with
each other. Though the conductor is in a coherent regime, the phase coherence is found to play an insignificant
role in determining the observed pattern of fluctuations. In transition regions where the average filling factor of
Landau levels takes a noninteger value,n21,n,n, the electron system splits into incompressible subregions
of n5n and those ofn5n21, which are separated by percolating compressible strips. Irregular evolution of
the network of compressible strips is suggested to be the origin of the resistance fluctuations in integer quantum
Hall transitions. A similar mechanism is also suggested for fractional quantum-Hall transitions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conductance fluctuations are one of the key issues in
study of mesoscopic physics.1 There is a general understan
ing that the sample-specific conductance fluctuations in w
magnetic fields, the so-called universal conductance fluc
tions ~UCF!, originate from the interference effect betwe
electron waves.2 Recently, the interest has been extended
the fluctuations in high magnetic field regimes, especially
quantum Hall~QH! transitions.3–15 Theoretically, the corre-
lation energy and the conductance distribution function
electron systems in QH transitions have been studied.3–9 Ex-
perimentally, resistance fluctuations~RF’s! in integer quan-
tum Hall ~IQH! transitions are studied,10–12where the effects
are interpreted as the interference effect among diffe
electron trajectories10 or as a consequence of resonant tu
neling to a small number of localized states.11–14 In those
theoretical and experimental works,3–14 it is the common
prerequisite that the phase coherence of electron system
the origin of the fluctuations. From the experimental point
view, however, it remains unclear whether the fluctuations
QH transitions are indeed a consequence of coherent
cesses.

Cobden, Barnes, and Ford15 studied conductance fluctua
tions in IQH transitions of silicon metal-oxide
semiconductor field-effect transistors~Si-MOSFET’s! and
suggested importance of the charging effect, analogous to
Coulomb blockade oscillations in a random network of qu
tum dots. However, the interpretation is not fully straightfo
ward and questions remain in the physical picture of fluct
tions in QH transitions.

In order to shed some more light on the fluctuations
QH transitions, we study here two scattering regions c
nected in a coherent manner. If the phase coherence d
mines particular fluctuation patterns in one given region,
0163-1829/2001/63~4!/045318~6!/$15.00 63 0453
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patterns should change if the region in study is connecte
another scattering region. Surprisingly, we find that the
pattern of the total~connected! system closely resembles th
of the numerical sum of the individual RF patterns, whi
are separately studied in the respective regions. This is
because of the absence of coherence, but the coherence
not play a substantial role in determining the RF patte
although it modifies the amplitude of RF’s in a characteris
manner. We suggest that the electrostatic-potential pro
evolves irregularly with varying physical parameters~such as
the gate voltage and magnetic field! and it gives rise to the
RF’s in QH transitions. This work also provides strong e
dence that the two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! systems
at high magnetic fields form a network of subregions
which integer numbers of Landau levels are completely fil
even in a regime of IQH transition, where the global long
tudinal resistance is finite. Additionally, we show prelim
nary results of RF’s in fractional quantum Hall~FQH! tran-
sitions, suggesting a similar mechanism of fluctuations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Samples are Hall bars with two Schottky cross-ga
placed in series, as schematically shown in the inset of
1. They are fabricated on three different wafers
Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs heterostructures~I, II, and III! with the
electron mobilitymH and the sheet electron densityns at 4.2
K of (mH @m2/V s#, ns @1015 m22#) 5 ~60, 2.4!, ~70, 3.5!,
and ~70, 2.9!, respectively. Different-size samples are fab
cated on one wafer, where the gate length and the cha
width are, respectively, (L, W) 5 ~0.4, 4!, ~0.6, 4!, ~1, 4!, ~2,
4!, and~3, 3! in units of mm. The distance between the tw
gates isLedge510 mm for all the samples. Four-termina
measurements are carried out in a3He-4He dilution refrig-
erator system at temperatures down to 20 mK. Low-p
filters are used inside the mixing chamber as well as outs
the cryostat to eliminate the noise heating. The resista
©2001 The American Physical Society18-1
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values are studied by a standard lock-in technique with a
current of 1 nA. The differential resistance,]Rxx /]VG
}]Vx /]VG, is studied by applying a dc current of 500 p
and modulating the gate-bias voltage with the peak-to-p
amplitude of 250mV.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the four-terminal longitudinal resistan
R(VGL ,VGR) as a function of gate-bias voltageVG taken on
a sample (L5W53 mm, wafer I!. We applyVG to only one
of the gates (VGL or VGR) at a fixed magnetic field ofB
52.5 T, corresponding to the Landau-level filling factor
n54. In this condition, the 2DEG region outside the ga
act as perfect leads. The 2DEG region underneath the bi
gate, which serves as a scattering region, undergoes a
sition from then54 to the n53 IQH states and exhibits
distinct fluctuations. The RF’s are reproducible and spec
to the regions studied. This is true for all the samples stud
We mention that the distinct RF was not visible whenL ~W!
exceeds 10mm.

The inset of Fig. 1 shows temperature dependence of
IQH transition. The amplitude of RF’s diminishes with in
creasing temperatureT, and RF’s become invisible atT
.640 mK. We have confirmed in additional studies that
inelastic-scattering lengthL in largely exceeds the size of th
conductor (L, W).16 We are, hence, confident that the coh
ence is maintained in individual scattering regions.

To explicitly test if the RF’s are a consequence of coh
ent interference of electron waves, we connect the two s
tering regions through the 2DEG in an IQH state. This c
be done by biasing the two gates (VGL and VGR) simulta-
neously. Our previous studies have demonstrated that
inelastic-scattering length of edge states in IQH states w
exceeds 1 mm.17,18 In the present configuration (Ledge
510 mm), therefore, it is certain that the electron wav

FIG. 1. IQH transition in the resistanceR(VGL ,VGR) spectrum.
Either one of the gates GL~upper! or GR ~lower! are biased. The
line for GL is offset for clarity. Schematic representation of sam
~inset!. IQH transition for GL at different temperatures~inset!.
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propagate back and forth between the two scattering regi
maintaining their phase memory. Thus, the RF’s are
pected to change to yield a pattern that cannot be sim
related to the original patterns of respective individual
gions if the RF’s originate from coherent processes.

Figure 2~a! displays fluctuation patterns on the samp
used in Fig. 1 (L5W53 mm, wafer I! in the differential
longitudinal resistance]Rxx /]VG[R8(VGL ,VGR). The tran-
sition is from then54 IQH state to then53 IQH state as in
Fig. 1. When either one of the gates (VGL or VGR) is biased,
R8(VG,0) or R8(0,VG) exhibits distinct RF’s as has bee
shown in Fig. 1. The dashed line in Fig. 2~a! shows the
numerical sum of the two,R8(VG,0)1R8(0,VG). The solid
line in Fig. 2~a! showsR8(VG,VG), obtained by biasing GL
and GR simultaneously. Note that the intermediate 2D
region between the two regions is fixed in then54 IQH

FIG. 2. IQH transition for the total system in differential resi
tanceR8(VG ,VG), obtained by biasing both of the gates GL and G
simultaneously~solid line!. The numerical sum of the single-gat
spectrum for GL and that for GR~dashed line!. ~a! L5W53 mm,
wafer I. ~b! L50.6 mm, W54 mm, wafer II. ~c! L51 mm, W
54 mm, wafer III.
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state to assure coherent interaction between electron w
in the two scattering regions. The RF’s shown in Fig. 2~a!
have the following two unexpected but distinct features.~A!
The RF pattern of the connected system~solid line! closely
resembles the one obtained by classically adding the re
tance of each region~dashed line!. However,~B! they are not
exactly the same; the amplitude of the RF’s in the total s
tem ~solid line! is distinctly enhanced on the higher-ener
side in the transition region (VG.223 mV), while it is sup-
pressed on the lower-energy side (VG,223 mV).

These two features have been found to be true in all
samples and also for different IQH transitions. Two ad
tional examples are displayed in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!, where
the n54↔3 transition on another sample (L50.6 mm, W
54 mm, wafer II! and on yet another sample (L51 mm,
W54 mm, wafer III! are shown, respectively.

We note that feature~B! in the above is consistent wit
our earlier findings,17 and shows that the two scattering r
gions interact quantum-mechanically. Thus we are led to
conclusion that the RF patterns are substantially determ
by a classical origin~A! whereas the electron system is in
coherent regime~B!.

To gain a hint of the physical picture of RF’s, we show
Fig. 3 a gray-scale plot of the differential resistance by bi
ing one gate (VGL) on a sample (L5W53 mm, wafer I! as
a joint function ofB andVG. Peaks and dips in the RF’s ar
indicated by the dark and bright regions, respectively. T
black dotted lines mark the values ofB andVG, which cor-
respond to integer filling factors (n51, 2, 3, and 4!. The
trajectories of the RF extrema in every transition regionn
21,n,n) are classified into two groups of parallel track
one having the slope ofn5n and the other ofn5n21. The
former is dominant when the Fermi level is above the cen
of Landau level and the latter is dominant below the le

FIG. 3. Gray-scale plot of differential resistance in sweep ofVG

andB. Lighter color represents larger value. The dark dotted li
represent integer filling of Landau level.
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center, while both groups of trajectories coexist in neighb
hood of level center. These features are similar to the tra
tories reported for the conductance fluctuations in IQH tr
sitions on Si-MOSFET devices.15

Figure 4 shows a similar gray-scale plot in a range
higher magnetic fields, where the black dash-and-dotted l
mark the integer and the fractional filling factors (n51, 2/3,
and 1/3!. RF’s are observed in the transition regions,n
51↔2/3 andn52/3↔1/3. The trajectories in the regionn
51↔2/3 clearly follow straight lines parallel to eithern
51 or n52/3. In the transition region,n52/3↔1/3, similar
trends are also noted. It is hence suggested that the RF
FQH transitions may have an analogous physical origin.

IV. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION

We begin by noting fundamental aspects of the pres
experimental observations. First, the thermal lengthLT

5(hD/kBT)
1
2 ~Refs. 1 and 2! is estimated to be 0.66mm in

the present experimental condition (T530 mK). SinceLT
,L for most of the samples studied, UCF-like fluctuatio
may tend to smear. Second, the characteristic period of
presently observed RF’s in the sweep ofVG @Figs. 1 and
2~a!–2~c!# is roughly aboutdVG'2 mV, which corresponds
to a Fermi-energy change ofdeF'50 meV in the 2DEG sys-
tem. This energy interval is roughly 50–120 times larg
than the typical level separation defined as the inverse of
density of states for respective scattering regions; in ot
words, 50–120 electrons are added to or extracted from
scattering region underneath the gate for each fluctuation
riod. This observation is consistent with the smearing ou
the RF’s atT.640 mK ~the inset of Fig. 1!, where the ther-
mal energykBT exceeds this energy intervaldeF . Hence, the
presently observed RF’s are an effect that survives after

s
FIG. 4. Gray-scale plot of differential resistance in sweep ofVG

andB. Lighter color represents larger value. The dark dashed-a
dotted lines represent integer and fractional filling of Landau lev
8-3
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FIG. 5. ~a! Schematic repre-
sentation of the Landau-level en
ergy, the local filling factor, and
the local electron density.~b!–~d!
Schematic representation of ele
tron systems in high magnetic
fields. It breaks up into incom-
pressible regions inn5n IQH
state ~dark shaded! and incom-
pressible regions inn5n21 IQH
state ~white!, which are sur-
rounded by compressible region
~light shaded!. ~b! Near the level
center of Landau level.~c! Above
the level center.~d! Below the
level center.
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eraging 50–120 electron levels and not a signature o
single level. Finally, we expect nevertheless that o
electron level is well defined in each scattering region. E
level may be affected when it is brought into quantu
mechanical interaction with other levels by the connection
two scattering regions with dissipationless edge states.
must occur in the present experiments. However, the p
sible modification in energy may be level specific and
signature and amplitude may be randomly distributed wit
typical size on the order of the average level separat
Hence, such an effect of eigenstate modification due to
teraction is not expected to give rise to a directly visib
signature in the experiments. This view is consistent with
conclusion derived from features~A! and ~B! in the above
that the RF patterns are of a classical origin although
electron system is coherent.

We now consider possible interpretation of the RF’s. D
tailed electronic structures of 2DEG system in IQH regim
have been directly visualized by recent imagi
techniques.19,20 The observations, however, have been li
ited to IQH plateau regions, wheren is close to integer val-
ues and the global diagonal conductance of the electron
tem is vanishing. In IQH transition regions withn well away
from an integer, as in the present experiments, only feat
less and uniform images are obtained in the local prob
technique.19 We note that this does not imply the absence
electronic structure in IQH-transition regions but simply i
dicates the consequence of a nonvanishing conductanc~or
the screening capability! of the 2DEG systems. As describe
below, we expect characteristic structures also in Q
transition regions.

Let us consider a finite coherent 2DEG system in an IQ
transition region (n5n↔n21), where the global diagona
conductance is finite. If random potentials are ignored,
topmostnth Landau level~LL ! energy,en , must be com-
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pletely uniform in space~except in the vicinity of edges!,
nesting exactly at the Fermi level,eF . Random potentials
may be strongly suppressed when compared to those in I
plateau regions because of effective screening effects. H
ever, they can never be ignored in true 2DEG systems. In
presence of slowly varying small potential fluctuations,en

will fluctuate in space aroundeF , approximately reproducing
the landscape of the potential fluctuation. We expect that
fluctuation amplitude is smaller than the LL splitting as w
as the spin-splitting energy. At low temperatures, thenth LL
will then be completely filled in the fractional regions whe
en,eF , while it is empty in the other fractional region
whereen.eF . Such regional distinction may be done with
resolution of the magnetic lengthl B , which is typically
0.01mm and much smaller than the size of the 2DEG syst
considered here. Accordingly, the 2DEG system splits i
the two classes of incompressible subregions with the lo
filling factors quantized ton local5n and n local5n21 @with
the local electron densitiesNlocal5(eB/h)n local (h is the
Planck constant!# as shown in Fig. 5~a!. These incompress
ible subregions are nonconducting and are separated to
another by compressible regions in whichen5eF (n21
,n local,n). The compressible regions form a conducti
network,21 tracing the regions where the scattering-wa
states22,23have finite probability amplitudes in the disordere
coherent 2DEG system. Accordingly, the network mu
traverse the entire region of the finite electron system
cause the global~diagonal! conductance is assumed to b
finite.24 It follows that each incompressible subregion mu
form either an isolatedlake (n local5n) or an isolatedisland
(n local5n21) completely surrounded by compressible r
gions, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 5~b!.25

At the middle of the transition region,n5n21/2, the
Fermi leveleF will define the center of the locally fluctuatin
8-4
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en @Fig. 5~a!#, so that thelakes (n local5n) and theislands
(n local5n21) may have nearly equal weights as shown
Fig. 5~b!.26 In the upper half region of the transition,n.n
21/2, whereeF is above the level center, thelakes (n local
5n) will dominate theislands (n local5n21) as shown in
Fig. 5~c!. The opposite feature is expected in the lower-h
region of the transition,n,n21/2 as shown in Fig. 5~d!. We
suppose that the topological network pattern of the co
pressible regions substantially determines the conducta
value. Particularly, in the upper-half region of the transitio
the conductance will be most sensitively affected by the
pological feature of thelakes. Similarly, in the lower half
region of the transition, that of theislandswill be important.

Our interpretation of the RF’s is as follows. WhenVG
increases, electrons have to be added to the electron sy
The added electrons modify the potential profile throu
screening effect. We suppose that the potential-fluctua
pattern or the shape of the compressible-strip network is
sitively affected by a small change inVG. Therefore, varying
VG causes the shape of thelakesand theislands to change
irregularly, that in turn affects the conductance. This is
origin of the RF’s. This picture is supported by the dire
observation of the potential topography in IQH-plateau
gions, which demonstrates a profound change in the pote
profile upon a small perturbation:20 In the QH-transition re-
gions, the pattern change may be equally profound e
though the amplitude change of local potentials may
much smaller.

Now we explain why the extrema of the RF’s in theVG-B
plane trace straight lines parallel to the lines ofn5n andn
5n21. When we increase bothVG andB starting from cer-
tain values so as to trace a trajectory parallel to the line on
5 n, the ratio of the increments inVG and B satisfies
DVG/DB5ne2/hC, where C is the capacitance per un
area between the gate and the 2DEG. The local elec
density Nlocal at a location (x,y) increases by DN
5CDVG/e whenVG increases byDVG. Noting the relation
n local5Nlocal/(eB/h), we can find thatn local does not change
during this process ifn local is originally equal ton, but in-
creases ifn local is originally smaller thann. It immediately
follows that each incompressiblelake (n local5n) is kept un-
changed both in shape and size whereas each incompres
island (n local5n21) shrinks in size.27 We suggest that this
explains why the RF extrema mainly trace straight lines p
allel to n5n.

If VG and B increase so as to trace a line parallel ton
5n21, we can conclude through similar consideration t
each lake (n local5n) shrinks in size while the topologica
feature of eachisland (n local5n21) is kept unchanged. Thi
explains why the RF extrema in the lower half region of t
04531
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transition mainly trace straight lines parallel ton5n21. In
an intermediate region aroundn5n21/2, the topology de-
termined by both of thelakesand theislands is important
and the trajectories of the RF extrema parallel ton5n and
n5n21 coexist.

Our simplified model in the above thus explains all t
observed features by assuming that the 2DEG system s
into isolated incompressiblelakes(n local5n) and isolated in-
compressibleislands(n local5n21), which are separated b
compressible regions (n21,n local,n). From similar ex-
perimental features of FQH transitions ofn51↔2/3 andn
52/3↔1/3 ~Fig. 4!, we conjecture that the 2DEG system
FQH-transition regions splits into isolated incompressi
lakes (n local5p) and isolated incompressibleislands (n local
5p8), which are separated by compressible regionsp8
,n local,p), where (p,p8)5(1,2/3) or~2/3, 1/3!.

We finally comment on the work of Cobden an
co-workers,15 which suggests that the fluctuations arise fro
the charging effect.28 As described above, our interpretatio
is different. Aside from the difference in the mode
assumed,25 we mention the following. First, even if Coulom
blockade takes place in one particular site~either in an iso-
lated incompressiblelakeor island!, it appears to be difficult
that the blockade substantially influences the global cond
tance of the 2DEG system because the conduction ma
readily bypassed in the network of percolating compress
regions. If, nevertheless, one particular site is assume
occasionally give a bottleneck of conduction, the cond
tance would oscillate with a much shorter period than th
found in the experiments because the sequential addition~ex-
traction! of electrons to~from! the particular site should the
be visible. Second, the charging model accounts for the
istence of the trajectories parallel ton5n but does not ex-
plain the existence of those parallel ton5n21. Finally, the
featureless images obtained in the local probing techniqu19

may suggest that the Coulomb-blockade-like behavior is
ficult to occur in the QH-transition regions.

V. SUMMARY

We have studied RF’s in IQH transitions to examine t
role of coherence. The experiments indicate that the co
ence does not play a substantial role in determining the
tern of the RF’s even though the electron system is coher
We suggest that a 2DEG system in IQH transition splits i
isolated incompressiblelakes(n local5n) and isolated incom-
pressible islands (n local5n21), which are separated b
compressible regions (n21,n local,n), and that an irregular
change in the topology of these regions gives rise to
RF’s. A similar break up of the 2DEG system into differe
subregions is also suggested for FQH transitions.
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